We introduce a logic, called L T , to express properties of transductions, i.e. binary relations from input to output (finite) words. In L T , the input/output dependencies are modelled via an origin function which associates to any position of the output word, the input position from which it originates. L T is well-suited to express relations (which are not necessarily functional), and can express all regular functional transductions, i.e. transductions definable for instance by deterministic two-way transducers. Despite its high expressive power, L T has decidable satisfiability and equivalence problems. Our main contribution is a uniformisation result: from any transduction R defined in L T , it is possible to synthesise a regular functional transduction f such that for all input words u in the domain of R, f is defined and (u, f (u)) ∈ R. As a consequence, we obtain that any functional transduction is regular iff it is L T -definable.
Introduction
Logics on origin-graphs. In order to describe interesting transductions, any formalism needs a mechanism to relate output positions to input positions. This was formalised by transducer models not only define transductions, but origin transductions (o-transductions), i.e. sets of o-graphs, and all known equivalences carry over to o-transductions (i.e. the constructions do not change the origins). Recently, a machine-independent characterisation of classes of o-graphs defined by MSO-transducers (or equivalently two-way transducters) was given in [4] . Together with some structural notions, this characterisation also uses the notion of definability in MSO over o-graphs. Precisely, this is MSO with monadic input and output label predicates β(x), for β ∈ Σ ∪ Γ, a linear order ≤ in (resp. ≤ out ) over input (resp. output) positions, and an origin function o. We denote by MSO o this logic.
Contributions: the transduction logic L T . The logic MSO o is an appealing logic as a specification language for transductions. E.g., the universal transduction Σ * × Γ * is definable by the formula ⊤, and the shuffle can be expressed by saying that o is a bijective function, which preserves the labels. Another example is ∃x x ≤ out x ∧ a(x). It states that there exists an output position labelled a. Moreover, model-checking regular functions is decidable [4] , i.e. it is decidable whether all origin-graphs defined by a deterministic two-way transducer satisfy a given MSO o -sentence. Unfortunately, we show that the satisfiability problem over o-graphs for MSO o is undecidable. In this paper, we define a fragment of MSO o , called L T .
The logic L T is the two-variable fragment of first-order logic FO 2 over Γ, the output order ≤ out , the origin function o, and any binary MSO predicate over Σ and the input order ≤ in . Our main contributions 1 on L T are: (1) it is expressive as it captures all regular functions, is incomparable with (non-deterministic) MSOT and non-deterministic two-way transducers (it can express the shuffle), (2) it has decidable satisfiability, (3) it admits regular uniformisation: from any L T -sentence φ, one can synthesise a functional and regular origin transduction ▶ Example 1. The true formula ⊤ is satisfied by any o-graph. Hence ⊤ = Σ + × Γ * .
Let us now define several macros that will be useful throughout the paper. The formula in(x) ≡ x ≤ in x (resp. out(x) ≡ x ≤ out x) hold true if x belongs to the input word (resp. output word). Now for α ∈ {in, out}, we define the guarded quantifiers ∃ α x φ and ∀ α x φ as shortcuts for ∃x α(x) ∧ φ and ∀x α(x) → φ (note that ¬∃ α x φ is equivalent to ∀ α x ¬φ).
The following formulas express that the origin mapping is respectively an injection, surjection and bijection from output positions to input positions:
Then, the shuffle transduction τ shuffle is defined by φ shuffle ≡ φ bij ∧∀ out x ⋀ σ∈Σ σ(o(x)) → σ(x).
If the origin mapping is also required to be order-preserving, we get a formula defining identity: φ id ≡ φ shuffle ∧ φ pres where φ pres ≡ ∀ out x, y (x ≤ out y) → (o(x) ≤ in o(y)).
Given a class C of MSO[T Σ,Γ ] formulas, we say that C is decidable if the following satisfiability problem is decidable: given a sentence φ ∈ C, does φ ≠ ∅ hold? Equivalently, does φ o ≠ ∅ hold? It turns out that MSO o is undecidable, even if restricted to the two-variable 3 fragment of FO with the successor predicate S out over output positions:
▶ Proposition 2. Over o-transductions, the logic FO
Regular functions. The class of regular functions is a robust class of functional transductions which has been characterised in many different ways, for instance by deterministic two-way finite transducers, streaming string transducers, Courcelle's MSO transducers (see e.g.
[15] for a survey), and more recently by reversible two-way transducers [11] . All these equivalent models, as noticed in [3] , can be naturally interpreted by transductions with origin information and moreover, origins are preserved by all the known constructions from one model to another. Hence, we can safely define here a regular function to be an o-transduction defined by one of these models, and use any of these models as its finite representation. Despite the undecidability of MSO o , it was recently shown in [4] that the model-checking of regular functions against MSO o sentences is decidable. Formally, it asks whether every o-graph of a regular function (defined for instance by a deterministic two-way transducer) satisfy a given MSO o sentence. As noticed in [4] , for any regular function f , there exists a constant k (computable from your favorite representation of f ), such that any o-graph of f , seen as a graph, has tree-width (even path-width) at most k. The model-checking problem then reduces to the satisfiability problem of an MSO sentence, over graphs of tree-width at most k, a problem which was notoriously shown to be decidable by Courcelle.
▶ Theorem 3 (Bojanczyk, Daviaud, Guillon and Penelle [4]). The model-checking problem of regular functions with origin against MSO o is decidable.
This result of [4] actually holds not only for regular functions, but for any (non-functional) o-transduction defined by a non-deterministic MSO transducer.
The logic L T for transductions. Our goal is now to define a decidable fragment of MSO o , which we call L T . Informally, it extends FO 2 [Σ, Γ, ≤ in , ≤ out , o] with any binary predicate definable in MSO[≤ in , Σ], i.e. any binary MSO predicate that is only allowed to talk about the input positions, in order to capture regular input properties. Formally, we denote by MSO bin [≤ in , Σ] the set of n-ary predicates, n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, denoted by {φ}, where φ is an XX:5 MSO[≤ in , Σ]-formula with at most n free first-order variables. Over a word u, such a formula φ defines an n-ary relation φ (u) on its position, and over an o-graph (u, (v, o) ), we interpret {φ} by φ o (u). We use the brackets {,} to emphasise the fact that we are now defining an MSO-predicate over the input, and may also use the quantifiers ∃ in and ∀ in in φ (which stand for ∃ and ∀), to make the formulas more readable. The logic, denoted by L T , is the two-variable fragment of first-order logic over the output symbol predicates, the linear-order ≤ out , and all predicates in MSO bin [≤ in 
. We also consider the existential monadic extension of this logic, denoted by ∃L T , which consists in all formulas of the form ∃X 1 . . . ∃X n φ where φ is a formula of L T which can additionally use predicates of the form x ∈ X i . The variables X i range over sets of output, and also input positions. An L T -transduction (resp. L T -o-transduction) is a transduction φ (resp. φ o ) for some φ ∈ L T .
Examples of L T -transductions. Preservation of the input/output orders is expressed by the L T -formula ∀ out x, y (x ≤ out y) → {x ′ ≤ in y ′ }(o(x), o(y)). Note that we could equivalently replace x ′ and y ′ by any variable (even x and y), without changing the semantics: the formula x ′ ≤ in y ′ defines a binary relation on the input word, which is used as an interpretation of the predicate {x ′ ≤ in y ′ } in o-graphs. To ease the notations, any predicate {φ}(t 1 , t 2 ) where φ has two free variables x 1 and x 2 may be sometimes written {φ[x 1 /t 1 , x 2 /t 2 ]}, i.e. φ in which the x i have been substituted by t i . We keep the brackets { and } to emphasise the fact that it is a binary MSO formula which speaks about the input word. Hence, the latter formula may also be written φ pres ≡ ∀ out x, y (x ≤ out y) → {o(x) ≤ in o(y)}. Actually, up to putting brackets around the input MSO subformulas, all formulas of Ex. 1 are in L T . Let us now consider the transduction τ ∶ (ab) n ↦ a n b n (we do not assume alphabet disjointness here to ease readability). By taking any bijective and label-preserving origin mapping, e.g. as follows: one can define τ , as long as the input word is in (ab) * , which is regular, hence definable by some MSO[≤ in , Σ]-formula φ (ab) * . Then, τ is defined by: {φ (ab) * } ∧ φ bij ∧ ⋀ α∈{a,b} ∀ out x α(x) → {α(o(x))} ∧ ∀ out x, y a(x) ∧ b(y) → x ≤ out y. More generally, one could associate with any word (ab) n the set of all well-parenthesised words of length n over Γ.
▶ Remark. According to the previous examples, one can express in L T the transduction τ 1 defined as the shuffle over the language a * b * , and also τ 2 ∶ (ab) n ↦ a n b n . Hence the composition τ 2 • τ 1 ∶ a n b n ↦ a n b n has a non-regular domain. However, as we will see in Section 3, the domain of an L T -transduction is always regular, which means that L T -transductions are not closed under composition.
Expressiveness, decidability and uniformisation results for L T

Expressiveness of L T
Our first result is that L T can express all regular functions. We show that any (deterministic) MSO-transducer can be encoded as an L T -formula. We briefly recall that an MSO-transducer is defined by some MSO[≤ in , Σ]-formulas interpreted over the input word structure (with linear order denoted here by ≤ in ), which specify the predicates of the output structure, the domain of which are copies of the input nodes. More precisely, a constant k specifies the number of copies of the input structure, MSO[≤ in ]-formulas φ c pos (x) specify whether the cth copy of node x is kept in the output structure, monadic formulas φ c γ (x) for each copy c ∈ {1, . . . , k} and γ ∈ Γ, specify whether the cth copy of input node x is labelled γ in the output structure, and ordering formulas φ c,d
≤ out (x, y), say if the cth copy of x is before the dth copy of y in the output.
▶ Theorem 4. Any regular function is L T -definable.
Sketch of proof.
We start from an MSO-transducer and convert it into an L T -formula. First, it is not difficult to define an MSO[≤ in , Σ]-formula φ c 1 ,...,c l ,v (x), c 1 , . . . , c l ∈ {1, . . . , k} and v ∈ Γ * , which holds true iff in the output structure generated by the MSO-transducer, the copies of x that are used are exactly c 1 , . . . , c l , they occur in this order in the output structure, and they are respectively labelled v (1), . . . , v(l) . In other words, input position x generates the subword v in the output structure. Then, we define L T -formulas C i (x), for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and x an output node (in the o-graph), which hold, respectively, iff x is the ith node (in the output order) whose origin is o(x). This can be done using only two variables:
Finally, we construct the final L T -formula (omitting some minor details) as a conjunction, for all m, l ≤ k, all copies c 1 , . . . , c l and
and j ≤ m, of the formulas:
◀ MSO-transductions have been extended with non-determinism to express non-functional transductions (called NMSO-transductions), by using a set of monadic second-order parameters X 1 , . . . , X n . Each formula of an NMSO-transduction can use X 1 , . . . , X n as free variables. Once an interpretation for these variables as sets of positions has been fixed, the transduction becomes functional. Therefore, the maximal number of output words for the same input word is bounded by the number of interpretations for X 1 , . . . , X n . NMSO-transductions are linear-size increase (the length of any output word is linearly bounded by the length of the input word), hence the universal transduction Σ + × Γ * is not definable in NMSO, while it is L T -definable by ⊤. The shuffle transduction is not definable in NMSOT as well (this can be shown by cardinality arguments). Conversely, it turns out that a transduction like (u, vv) where v is a subword of u of even length is not L T -definable. Non-deterministic two-way transducers (2NFT) are incomparable to NMSO [14] , and also to ∃L T : they cannot define the shuffle, and conversely, they can express any transduction of the form {a} × L, where L is a regular language: such transductions are not definable in L T when L is not FO 2 -definable. Indeed, when all inputs are restricted to the word a, 
Satisfiability and equivalence problems
Our first main contribution is the following result, whose proof is sketched in Section 4.
▶ Proposition 6. The input domain of any L T -and ∃L T -transduction is (effectively) regular.
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Figure 2 Expressiveness of L T and ∃L T , compared to non-deterministic MSO transductions, non-deterministic two-way transducers and regular functions.
The satisfiability problem asks whether, given a formula φ, there exists an o-graph (u, (v, o) ) which satisfies it. The equivalence problem asks, given two formulas φ 1 , φ 2 , whether φ 1 o = φ 2 o , i.e. whether φ 1 ↔ φ 2 is universally true. As a consequence of Corollary 6, Proposition 6 and closure under negation of L T , we obtain:
▶ Theorem 7. The satisfiability problem for ∃L T (and thus for L T ), and the equivalence problem for L T -o-transductions, are decidable.
With respect to satisfiability, L T seems to lie at the decidability frontier. Adding just the successor relation over outputs already leads to undecidability, by Prop. 2. With respect to the equivalence problem, it turns out to be undecidable for ∃L T . Even the universality problem, which asks, given a formula, if all o-graphs satisfy it, is undecidable for ∃L T .
▶ Proposition 8. The universality problem for ∃L T -o-transductions is undecidable. As a consequence, the equivalence problem for ∃L T -o-transductions is undecidable as well.
Regular uniformisation of L T and consequences
Given an transduction R and a functional transduction f , we say that f uniformises R if dom(f ) = dom(R), and for all u ∈ dom(f ), (u, f (u)) ∈ R. Our main result is the regular uniformisability of L T -transductions.
▶ Theorem 9. [Regular uniformisation of L T ] Let φ be an L T formula. The transduction defined by φ is (effectively) uniformisable by a regular function.
In other words, from any specification written in L T , one can synthesise an "implementation", i.e. for instance a deterministic two-way transducer, whose o-graphs all satisfy the specification. By alphabet extensions, the regular uniformisation of L T can quite simply be extended to that of ∃L T .
▶ Corollary 10. Any ∃L T -transduction is (effectively) uniformisable by some regular function.
Perhaps the main consequence of the uniformisation and expressiveness results is a new characterisation of the class of regular functions. Proof. By Thm. 4, f regular implies f is L T -definable, which implies f is ∃L T -definable, which implies by Cor. 10 that f is regular. ◀ A consequence of uniformisation is the following positive result on functionality:
▶ Theorem 11 (New characterisation of regular functions
Proof. To test whether φ o is functional, first uniformise it by a regular function (Thm. 9), defined e.g. by a deterministic two-way transducer T , and then test whether
The latter is decidable since T can be converted (while preserving origins) into an equivalent L T -formula by Thm. 4, and equivalence is decidable for L T -o-transductions. ◀
Domain regularity and uniformisation: sketch of proofs
In this section, we sketch the proofs of Prop. 6 (domain regularity of L T -transductions) and Thm. 9 (regular uniformisation). These two results are based on common tools which we now describe. We let φ be an L T -sentence over input and output alphabets Σ, Γ respectively. We assume that L T defines a non-erasing o-transduction, i.e. an o-transduction which uses every input position at least once (the origin mapping is surjective). This can be done wlog.
Scott normal form. The L T formula φ is then transformed into a Scott normal form (SNF), a standard transformation when dealing with two-variable logics (see for instance [17] ).
Precisely, we obtain a formula of the form
where the formulas ψ and ψ i , i = 1, . . . , m, are quantifier free, but over an extended output alphabet Γ × Γ ′ . These subformulas can also still contain binary MSO predicates over the input, which are not restricted in any way. Up to projection over Γ, the SNF formula accepts the same models as φ, and hence we now just assume that φ is a formula of the above form over an input alphabet Σ and output alphabet Γ. The quantifier-free formulas ψ and ψ i can be again normalised into Boolean combinations of binary types, which are consistent conjunctions of atoms of the form γ(x), γ(y), x ≤ out y, y ≤ out x, {φ}(o(x), o(y)), for all γ ∈ Γ and φ a binary input MSO predicate. Such normalisation results in what we call a system of constraints in the full version of this paper (in the vein of [22] ), but we choose not to make this notion explicit in this sketch, since it is quite technical.
The profile abstraction. We define an abstraction which maps any o-graph (u, (v, o) ) to a sequence of |u| tuples λ 1 . . . λ |u| called profiles, one for each input position. A profile contains bounded information (bounded in the size of φ) about the binary input MSO predicates, the input symbol and some output positions. To explain this abstraction, we first informally define what we call the full graph of an o-graph (u, (v, o) ). Intuitively, the full graph contains a node for each pair (p, p ′ ) ∈ dom(u) × dom(v), labelled by some information called clause about the "effect" of position p ′ (and its label) at position p. To explain it, it is convenient to see the full graph as a two-dimensional structure with the input position as x-axis (ordered by ≤ in ) and the output position as the y-axis (ordered by ≤ out ). Fig. 3 In the proof, we represent these MSO-types as state information of node selecting automata (see e.g. [21] ). The idea behind this information is that, by looking independently at each column of the full graph of an o-graph, it is possible to decide whether this o-graph satisfies φ. Suppose for instance we want to check whether the o-graph satisfies a binary type of the form
. Then, for each column containing a γ-labelled node, say at coordinate (p, p ′ ), one has to check that there exists a node at some
We call such a column a valid column. The arrows are not necessary to define validity, but they improve readability and clarify the notion of consistency introduced later. Now, we observe that if on a column there exist a least three nodes with the same label, then removing all but the smallest and greatest (in output order) of these nodes does not influence the validity of the column. It is because the formula in SNF only has a quantifier depth of two. This leads us to the notion of abstract graph, the subgraph of the full graph obtained by keeping only the extremal occurrences of every node with same labels. Fig. 3 illustrates this abstraction, on hypothetical full graphs where label equalities have been underlined. Each column indexed by position p of this abstract graph, together with the input symbol, is what we call the profile of p. Note that this is a bounded object. Then, to any o-graph one can associate a sequence of profiles this way, but this association is not injective in general since we may lose information, as shown in the figure. Put differently, the abstract graph can in general be concretised in many different ways.
Properties of profile sequences. The key ingredient of the proof is to define properties on profile sequences s which can be checked in a regular manner (by an automaton reading profiles, seen as letters) so that there exists at least one o-graph g such that (1) s is the profile sequence of g and (2) g ⊧ φ. Property (2) is ensured by the notion of valid columns, and by a notion of maximality for the MSO-types R (no information can be withheld). Property (1) is ensured by a notion of consistency between profiles. Intuitively, it asks that the information declared in one profile is consistent, in some precise way, with the information declared in the next profile. Roughly, since we use automata to represent the information R, one step consistency corresponds to one step in the runs of the automata. Maximal and consistent sequences of valid profiles are called good profile sequences.
We then prove a completeness result: the profile sequence of any model of φ is good. We also prove a soundness result: any good profile sequence is the profile sequence of at least one model of φ. As a matter of fact, we prove a slightly stronger result which allows one to recover not just one but potentially several models of φ. As illustrated on the figure, every connected component of the abstract graph corresponds to exactly one node labelled in Γ. The notion of consistency ensures this property as well, and, as a matter of fact, the output positions of the models we reconstruct out of profile sequences are in bijection with these connected component (CC). We can even order them partially, as illustrated on the figure, by overlapping: a CC is the successor of another one if they overlap horizontally, and the former is above the latter (again, consistency ensures that there is no "crossing" in abstract graphs, hence this relation can indeed be shown to be a partial order). Hence, a good profile sequence defines an abstract graph which gives us: the input position with their labels, the output positions with their labels and origins, and some partial order between these output positions. What's missing is a linear order on these output positions, but we prove that any linearisation of this partial order actually defines an o-graph which satisfies φ.
Back to the theorems. To show domain regularity (Prop. 6), we observe that the domain is the projection on input alphabet Σ of the set of good profile sequences, which turns out to be regular (all the point of defining the notion of consistency and validity is that they can be checked locally by an automaton, and maximality is a global, but still regular, notion). Since regular languages are closed under projection, we get the result.
Showing regular uniformisation (Thm. 9) is a bit more technical. The main idea is to show that the mapping which takes as input a word u over Σ, and which outputs all the abstract graphs of o-graphs which satisfy φ and have u as input, is definable by a non-deterministic MSO word-to-DAG transduction T 1 . It is possible since the notions of consistency, maximality and validity are all MSO-definable. Then, we use a result of Courcelle which states that there exists a deterministic MSO DAG-to-word transduction R 2 which, given a DAG, produces a topological sort of it [8] . The DAG additionally needs to be locally ordered (the successors of a node are linearly ordered), but we can ensure this property in our construction. Then, we use closure under composition of NMSOT to show that R 2 •R 1 is definable by some word-to-word NMSOT, which can be easily uniformised by a (deterministic) MSOT, concluding the proof.
Comparison with [22] . We would like to point out that this proof was inspired by a decidability proof for the logic FO 2 (≤, ⪯) over data words (a linear order over positions and a linear order over data). We somehow had to cast it to transductions, and extend it with binary MSO predicates. Moreover, further manipulations and notions were needed to extract the uniformisation result. In particular, the ideas of using Scott normal form, to see o-graphs as two-dimensional structures, and the abstraction, were directly inspired from [22] .
A decidable logic for typed data words
In this section, we make a bijective connection between o-transductions and what we call typed data words, which slightly generalise data words, and introduce a new decidable logic L D for typed data words, whose decidability stems from the equivalence with L T .
Typed data words. We consider typed data words over an ordered data domain, such that each datum also carries a label (type) from a finite alphabet. Formally, a typed data word of length n and data size m over two disjoint alphabets Γ and Σ is a pair (w, τ ) where The data of a typed data word w induce a total preorder ⪯ over the positions of w defined
This preorder induces itself an equivalence relation ∼ defined by i ∼ j iff i ⪯ j and j ⪯ i, which means that the positions i and j carry the same datum. Hence, a typed data word will equivalently be seen as a structure with letter predicates γ ∈ Γ, σ ∈ Σ, the linear order over positions and the total preorder ⪯ previously defined.
The logic L D for typed data words. It is known from [5] that the logic MSO over untyped data words (i.e. |Σ| = 1) is undecidable (even the first-order fragment). We consider here a decidable fragment, over typed data words, called L D . A formula of L D can be seen as an FO 2 formula using the linear order of the positions and some additional binary data predicates. The logic L D is indeed built on top of MSO n-ary predicates, for n ≤ 2, which are allowed to speak only about the data. Precisely, we define MSO bin [Σ, ⪯] to be the set of n-ary predicates written {φ}, for n ≤ 2, where φ is an MSO-formula with n-free first-order variables, over the unary predicates σ(x) and the preorder ⪯, with the following semantical restriction 5 : second-order variables are interpreted by ∼-closed sets of positions. Over typed data words , predicates {φ} are interpreted by relations on positions defined by formulas φ. Due to the semantical restriction, formulas in MSO bin [Σ, ⪯] cannot distinguish positions with the same data and therefore, they can be thought of as formulas which quantify over data and sets of data. As an example, the formula ∀y x ⪯ y expresses that the datum of position x is the smallest, and it holds true for any x ′ with the same datum. Then, the logic
▶ Example 13. First, let us mention that MSO bin [Σ, ⪯] predicates can express any regular properties about the data, in the following sense. Given a typed data word w, the total preorder ⪯ over positions of w can be seen as a total order ≤ ∼ over the equivalence classes of
Then, any typed data word induces a word σ 1 . . . σ n ∈ Σ * such that σ i is the type of the elements of the ith equivalence class of ≤ ∼ . Any regular property of these induced words over Σ transfers into a regular property about the data of typed data words (it suffices to replace in the MSO-formula on Σ-words expressing the property, the linear order by ⪯ and the equality by ∼). Examples of properties are: n is even, which transfers into "there is an even number of pieces of data", or σ 1 . . . σ n contains an even number of σ ∈ Σ, for some σ, meaning "there is an even number of pieces of data of type σ".
From transductions to data words and back. An o-graph(u, (v, o) ) ∈ OG(Σ, Γ) is said to be non-erasing if o is a surjective function. There are straightforward encodings of non-erasing o-graphs into typed data words, over the same alphabets, and conversely. A non-erasing o-graph (u, (v, o) ) can be encoded as the typed data word t2d (u, (v, o) 
We give here an example of this transformation:
The main idea of the proof is to make a bijective syntactic transformation that mimics the encoding t2d: once inconsistent use of terms have been removed (such as e.g., o(x) ≤ out y), terms o n (x) are replaced by x, predicates ≤ in by ⪯ and ≤ out by ≤. Hence, this theorem and the decidability of L T (Theorem 7) gives the following corollary.
▶ Corollary 15. Over typed data words, the logic L D has a decidable satisfiability problem.
As a remark, we also note that thanks to the correspondence between transductions and data words and some minor manipulations, we can also obtain the decidability of FO
over o-graphs from the decidability of FO 2 [≤, ⪯] over data words, proved in [22] .
Conclusion
We believe that the logic L T is a great tool from both a theoretical and a more practical point of view. It allows for high-level specification of transductions, while having some good properties for synthesis. The main argument against its practical use for now is the non-elementary complexity, which is unavoidable when using arbitrary MSO-formulas. Over data words, the logic FO
is ExpSpace-c, hence we should obtain an elementary complexity for L T if the binary predicates are given for instance by query automata. Related to that question is the definition of an automata model equivalent to L T . Automata for data words have been defined [5, 20] , but none of these models capture L T (up to encoding). The logic L T is very origin-dependant and cannot help to solve the equivalence (up to origin) problem for regular functions. An interesting line of research would be to consider some relaxation of the equivalence problem, by comparing transductions with similar origin, as done for instance in [16] for rational relations.
Another direction would be extending the logic to other structures (e.g. trees and infinite words), and other predicates over output positions. However, one has to be careful since the data point of view shows how close we are to undecidability (e.g. over data words, FO 2 with successor over data and positions is undecidable [19] ). Finally, we have established a tight connection between transductions and data words, and thus a new logic for data words. The data point of view allowed us to get decidability of the transduction logic L T , inspired by the decidability result of [22] . On the other hand, we would like to investigate if there are results from the theory of transductions that would translate into interesting results in the theory of data words. 
A Logics with origin for transductions ▶ Proposition 2. Over o-transductions, the logic FO
Proof. The proof is a reduction from the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) and is an adaptation to o-tranductions of the undecidability, over data words, of FO 2 with a linear order and successor predicates over positions, and a linear-order on data [5] .
Given an alphabet A and n pairs (u i , v i ) ∈ A + × A + (they can be assumed to be non-empty without losing undecidability), we construct a sentence φ ∈ FO[T Σ,Γ ] which is satisfiable iff there exist
For any two sequences of words s =
We will construct the formula φ in such a way that it defines the o-tranduction from Σ to Γ which maps any word u ∈ Σ * for which there exist i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
with origin mapping o which maps any position of w corresponding to some u i j (or to some v i j ) to the same position in u.
is a solution to PCP, and it gives rise to the following o-graph:
First, we express that the output word is of the form
For that, we need to define a formula φ cut (x) which holds true at output position x if either x is the first output position, or it is labelled in A 1 while its predecessor is labelled in A 2 :
where for all = 1, 2, A (x) stands for ⋁ a∈A (a, )(x). Now, the idea when x is a cut (i.e. satisfies the formula φ cut (x)), is to guess an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and check that the sequence of labels from position x (x included) to the next cut (if it exists) or to the end (if not) is 1(u i )2(v i ).
To define this, we introduce, for all formulas φ with one free variable, the formula φ j (x) which holds true if the j-th successor of x exists and satisfies φ. It is inductively defined by:
where y is a variable different from x. Then, we define the following formula for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
Finally, the following formula expresses that the output word is of the form
So far, we have not checked any property of the origin mapping, nor the fact that the output decomposition satisfies
is the input word. To achieve that, it remains to express, for all = 1, 2, that the origin mapping restricted to positions labelled in A is bijective and preserves the orders and labels.
The final formula φ is then:
Note that we have only used two variables x and y all over the construction. ◀ B Expressiveness, decidability and uniformisation for L T
B.1 Expressiveness of L T ▶ Theorem 4. Any regular function is L T -definable.
Proof. First let us define some unary and binary predicates for the input. Let P be a subset of {1, . . . , k}, we define the formula which states that the copies of x which are used for the output are the ones of P :
Let c 1 , . . . , c l be a sequence of non-repeating integers smaller than k, then we define the formula which says that the order of the copies of x in the output follow the sequence:
Now let v ∈ Γ l , we define the formula specifying the letters of the output positions:
m be a sequence of non-repeating integers smaller than k and w ∈ Γ m , then we define:
Now we define an L T -formula C i (x) which states that x is exactly the ith output position of some input position.
And for i ≥ 1:
Note that we have used only two variables x and y. Now we can define an L T formula which defines the MSO-transduction: Proof. Firstly, since all MSO-transductions are L T -definable, and as NMSO are defined as MSO-transducers with additional existential parameters, it should be clear that ∃L T subsumes NMSO-transductions.
We now turn to the incomparability results. All witnesses of incomparability are given in Figure 2 that is recalled here. First, MSO o is strictly more expressive than the other formalisms since it is able to specify relations with non regular domain. Indeed a formula for τ 9 simply states that the origin is bijective and label -preserving, that the output domain is (ab) * and that the input has all as before bs.
Now the logic L T and 2NFT are not included in NMSO as they can describe the universal relation τ 4 = Σ + × Γ * , which cannot be defined in NMSO as the number of images of a word u of length n by an NMSO is bounded by the number of possible evaluation of the second order parameters X i , hence bounded by 2 cn , where c is the number of parameters.
NMSO and L T are not included in 2NFT as they can synchronise nondeterministic choices over several readings of the input word, which 2NFT cannot do. This is illustrated by relation τ 5 which first selects a subword of the input and copies it twice. An L T formula defining τ 5 states that the input positions producing output produce exactly 2 outputs, that labels are preserved, and that the input order is respected within first copies, as well as the second copies. An NMSO describing τ 5 simply non deterministically selects a subword via a parameter X and produces X twice, ordering the copies as in the input order.
Finally, NMSO and 2NFT are not included in L T since they are able to specify arbitrary properties of the output that are not definable in FO 2 , which is not doable with L T . The relation τ 6 is easily done with a 2NFT, and can be done in NMSO with a single parameter X which is required to be of even size. ◀
▶ Proposition 8. The universality problem for ∃L T -o-transductions is undecidable. As a consequence, the equivalence problem for ∃L T -o-transductions is undecidable as well.
Proof. The main idea is to show that the emptiness problem for the ∀L T logic, i.e. formulas with a block of universal monadic quantifications followed by a first-order formula, is undecidable. To this end we encode the same transduction as in the proof of Proposition 2. We re-use the notations and definitions of the proof of Proposition 2 and our goal is to define a sentence ψ defining the same transduction as φ as:
We have left to define ψ well-formed (X), whose role is to ensure that the output word belongs to the language (+ 1≤i≤n 1(u i )2(v i ))
* . First we define a predicate which states that X is a contiguous set of positions:
Similarly, for a word w ∈ (A 1 + A 2 ) * we define in the logic a new predicate w(X, x) which states that w is a subword of the positions of X, starting at position x. The predicates are defined by induction. For a letter σ and a word w: (X, y) . Using the same technique, without considering labels, we can define predicates |X| ⋈ i for any integer i and ⋈∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥, =}. We also
define F as the set of factors of words of the language (
the set of acceptable output factors of length less than m. We also define P as the set of words in (+ 1≤i≤n 1(u i )2(v i ))A 1 and S as the set A 2 (+ 1≤i≤n 1(u i )2(v i )). Let min(X) and max(X) denote that the minimum, and respectively the maximum, position of the word belongs to X.
Note that this formula does not consider the solutions of size one of the PCP instance, which is not a problem since if
ensures that all factors (up to some length) of the output, the prefix and the suffix are of the correct form, which guarantees that the output word is indeed in the language ( Satisfiability of L T is reducible to satisfiability of non-erasing formulas, by adjoining to the output a copy of the input.
In particular, φ is satisfiable if, and only if, φ ′ is.
Proof. let φ be an L T -formula, we want to obtain an L T -formula φ n.e. which is non-erasing.
The idea is to extend the output of all o-graphs by a copy of the input word. We add a new output letter ♯ which will separate the normal output and the copy of the input. We want to
From φ, we construct φ <♯ where every quantification over the output positions is relativised as being before a position labelled by ♯. Similarly, for φ id the identity o-tranduction, we define φ >♯ id where quantifications over the output are relativised as appearing after a position labelled by ♯. Adding the guards can be done while staying in the two-variable fragment. Then we define φ n.e. to be equal to:
An output formula is an L T formula which is only allowed to quantify over output positions. The point of considering non-erasing formulas is that one can always transform a non-erasing formula into an equivalent output formula.
▶ Proposition 17. For an L T formula, one can construct an output formula which is equivalent (over non-erasing o-graphs).
Proof. This is shown by constructing inductively an output formula. Atomic formulas are not affected, and boolean connectives are left unchanged. The remaining case is when φ is of the form ∃x ψ(x). Then φ is transformed into φ
Over non-erasing o-graphs, the two formulas are satisfied by the same models, since any input position is the origin of some output position. ◀
C.1.2 Normal Form
The third step is to normalise any formula in L T into a Scott normal form (SNF). The procedure to put a formula in SNF is the same as for FO 2 logics in general (see [17] for instance). The point of the SNF is to obtain a formula with additional predicates, which are axiomatised in the formula itself, but with a quantifier depth limited to 2, which lowers the complexity of the formulas. We prove in our context, along with some preservation property, that any L T formula can be put in SNF while preserving satisfiability. Since we aim to get stronger properties than satisfiability, we state a stronger result, yet the proof is similar. Proof. The proof is similar to [22] . We first assume without loss of generality that ϕ is in negation normal form. We now construct the formula φ iteratively. At each iteration, we get formulas θ i and φ i where ϕ is equivalent to θ i ∧ φ i , θ i is in correct form, and φ i has a number of quantifiers reduced by i compared to ϕ, while using some additional unary predicates P 1 , . . . , P i . At first let θ 0 = ⊤ and φ 0 = ϕ. Then, at each step, consider a subformula ξ i (x) of φ i−1 with a single quantifier. Then ξ i (x) is either ∃y ρ i (x, y) or ∀y ρ i (x, y) where ρ i a quantifier free formula. In the first case, we set
In the second case, we set
This process ends as at each step the number of quantifiers of φ i decreases. In the end, we get φ k which is quantifier free and thus equivalent to ∀x∀y φ k . By combining all the double ∀ conjuncts into one formula ψ, we finally set φ = θ k ∧ ∀x∀y ψ which is in the required form. The size of φ is linear in the size of the negative normal form of ϕ. Finally, the unary predicates P i are added to the alphabet to be treated as letters. This is done by replacing the alphabet Γ by Γ × Γ ′ , where Γ ′ = 2 P 1 ,...,P k , and replacing in the formula the predicates
We need now to prove the first statement regarding domains. We prove this by induction on the formulas θ i ∧ φ i . Assume that the o-graph w i is a model for θ i ∧ φ i , we construct w i+1 a model for θ i+1 ∧ φ i+1 by adding truth values for the predicate P i+1 by setting P i+1 = {p | p is a position of w and (w, p) ⊧ ξ i (x)}. Conversely, if (w i , P i+1 ) is a model for θ i+1 ∧ φ i+1 , then for any position p of w i such that (w i+1 , p) ⊧ P i+1 (x), we also have (w i , p) ⊧ ξ i+1 (x) since P i+1 does not appear in ξ i+1 . And since ϕ is in negative normal form, ξ i+1 only appears positively and thus w i ⊧ ϕ i . We conclude by noting that if (w i , P i+1 ) ⊧ θ i+1 then w i ⊧ θ i+1 . Notice that the number of predicates added is equal to the number of quantifications in ϕ and hence is linear. However, since they are not mutually exclusive, thisleads to an exponential blow-up of the alphabet Γ ′ .
Finally, we apply Proposition 17 to remove quantifications over input positions, a construction which preserves the normal form. ◀
C.1.3 Sets of constraints
In the spirit of [22], we introduce another formalism, called system of constraints, which is equivalent to SNF L T . Constraints are built over label predicates, and some input and output predicates. Given an o-graph (u, (v, o) ), a label predicate γ ∈ Γ is satisfied by an output position p of v if p is labelled γ. Output predicates are restricted to directions ↑, ↓, which are satisfied by a pair of output positions (p, p ′ ) if, respectively, p < p ′ and p ′ < p.
Input predicates are any MSO-definable binary predicate over the input using the labels Σ and the input order ≤ in . A pair of output positions (i, j) satisfies an input predicate
An existential constraint is a pair (γ, E) where γ ∈ Γ and E is a set of tuples (γ 
with the binary input predicates
. We treat 0-ary and unary predicates as binary predicates. Now given x and y quantifying positions of the output, an atomic type for x and y gives truth value for the predicates (α i ) k i=1 (evaluated over their origin for the input predicates). Formally, it is composed of labels for x and y, an output direction x ∼ y for ∼∈ {=, ←, →} and truth values for the binary formulas α i . Then a couple of output positions (p, q) is of type t if they satisfy exactly the true properties of t when x and y are evaluated as p and q respectively, and the predicates α i are evaluated on o(x) and o(y). Note that any atomic type can be described by a universal constraint using boolean combinations of the predicates α i . Note also that any model of φ has to satisfy the universal part ∀ out x∀ out y ϕ(x, y). Hence we want to weed out all atomic types that do not satisfy it. Then the set of universal constraints C ∀ is set as all forbidden types, i.e. the atomic types that do not satisfy ϕ(x, y). Then if w = (u, (v, o) ) is an o-graph which satisfies φ, any pair of positions of v satisfy ϕ(x, y) if and only if they satisfy every constraint of C ∀ . We now turn to the formulas ∀ out x∃ out y ϕ i (x, y). By doing an extensive case study over all atomic types for x and y, and then factorising for each label γ of Γ, we can rewrite the formulas as
where t j, are atomic types. We conclude depending on the nature of the direction
is either a tautology and the whole conjunct is trivially satisfied, or it cannot be satisfied and t j, is removed from the disjunction. The remaining elements of the disjunction can be combined in a set E to form an existential constraint with
then for every position p of v, if p is labelled by γ then there exists a position q such that (p, q) is of one of the types t j, and thus q is a valid witness for p. Conversely, the fact that any position p has a valid witness means that for any output position labelled by γ, there is an other position corresponding to its witness which is a valid candidate for y, and thus w
This gives an instance C = (C ∃ , C ∀ ) of constraints such that for any non-erasing o-graph w, w ⊧ C if, and only if, w ⊧ φ. ◀
C.2 The profile abstraction
We define here the important notion of profile, which is a bounded abstraction, given an o-graph, of an input position, the output positions it produces, and its context within the o-graph (other output and input positions). An o-graph can then be abstracted by a sequence of profiles. We define the notions of validity, with respect to an MCP instance C, and of maximal consistency, for sequences of profiles, which respectively talk about the satisfaction of constraints by the profiles of the sequence, and the consistency between consecutive profiles (the information stored in consecutive profiles is correct and consistent).
C.2.1 Automata for binary predicates
In the following we will be using automata for binary predicates. They will serve as MSO types that we can easily manipulate. It is well-known (see e.g. [21] ) that any binary MSO[Σ, ≤]-predicate ψ(x, y) over Σ-labelled words, can be equivalently defined by a nondeterministic finite automaton (called here a predicate automaton) 
▶ Example 20. Let us consider as an example the binary between predicate Bet
, which cannot be expressed using only two variables. The automaton for this predicate is depicted below and its unique selecting pair is (q x , q y ).
C.2.2 Profiles
Let C be an instance of MCP over Σ and Γ, and Ψ the set of MSO-predicates occurring in C. For all ψ∈Ψ, we let A ψ with set of states Q ψ and set of selecting pairs SP ψ be the predicate automaton for ψ.
The main ingredient of profiles is a sequence of clauses, where a clause is an element of the set C = Γ × ({⋅} ∪ P(S Ψ × S Ψ ) × {←, →}). Clauses of the form (γ, ⋅) are called local clauses and clauses of the form (γ, R, v) are called consistency clauses. Intuitively, in a o-graph, if the profile of an input position i contains a local clause (γ, ⋅), this clause describes an output position produced by i (its origin is i) and labelled by γ. If the profile of i contains a clause (γ, R, v), it describes an output position whose origin j appears in the direction v with respect to position i (i.e. if v =← then j < i, i > j otherwise), is labelled γ and such that for any pair (p, q) of R, there exists an accepting run of A ψ which reads position i in state p and position j in state q. A clause A is compatible is with a set of states S ⊆ S Ψ if whenever A is a consistency clause (γ, R, v), then dom(R) = {p | ∃(p, q) ∈ R} ⊆ S.
A C-profile (or just profile) is a tuple λ = (σ, S, A 1 . . . A n ) where σ ∈ Σ is an input label, S ⊆ S Ψ and A 1 . . . A n is a sequence of clauses from C such that any clause A i is compatible with S and appears at most twice in the sequence, for all i = 1, . . . , n. By definition, the number of profiles is bounded by N = |Σ| ⋅ 2
C.2.3 Profile of an input position
To define the profile of an input position k of an o-graph w = (u, (v, o)), with respect to some MCP instance C = (C ∃ , C ∀ ), we first define the notion of full profile of that position, which keeps complete (and unbounded) information about the whole o-graph. The profile will be then a bounded abstraction of the full profile. The full profile of k is defined as the tuple λ f = (σ, S, B 1 . . . B |v| ), where each of its elements are defined as follows. The letter σ is the kth letter of u and S is the set of states reached by all the accepting runs of the predicate automaton A Ψ on u after reading the prefix u 1 . . . u k−1 . Let now j ≤ |v| be an output position with origin k ′ . The element B j is a clause generated by the output position j, defined as follows. If
, then we define B j to be the consistency clause (γ, R, →) (resp. (γ, R, ←)) where R is the set of all pairs (p, q) from S Ψ such that there exists an accepting run on u that reaches p after reading u 1 . . . u k−1 and q after reading u 1 . . . u k ′ −1 (hence p ∈ S). Therefore in R, the first component always refers to the state at the current position k, and the second component to the state of described position k ′ . The direction indicate whether the described position k ′ is to the right or the left of k. Hence, if (p, q) ∈ R and the direction is →, it means that the state p eventually reaches q on the right, and if the direction is ←, that the state q was visited before p. 
C.2.4 Profile validity
As we have seen, an o-graph can be abstracted by the sequence of its profiles. We aim at defining conditions on profiles and profile sequences s under which from such a sequence of profiles we can reconstruct an o-graph which is a model of an MCP instance C. The notion of profile validity takes care of the property of being a model, but not any sequence of profiles will be the profile sequence of an o-graph in general. The notion of profile consistency, defined in the next section, is introduced to ensure this property. First, we start with the notion of profile validity with respect to an MCP-instance C. 
Given an instance C of MCP, a profile is C-valid (or just valid) if it satisfies every constraint. A sequence of valid profiles is also called valid sequence.
Intuitively, let us take the case of existential constraints. In the o-graph we aim to reconstruct from a sequence of profiles, the clause A i will correspond to an output position p with origin i, and the clause A j will refer to an output position p ′ with origin i ′ produced before or after i (depending on v) which is a witness p and the constraint (γ ′ , d, ψ), because the fact that R ∩ SP ψ ≠ ∅ indicates that there is an accepting run of A ψ on the input word which selects the pair (i, i ′ ), i.e. (i, i ′ ) satisfies the MSO-condition ψ.
C.3 Properties of profile sequences C.3.1 Profile consistency
Consistency is first defined between two consecutive profiles, ensuring consistent run information between the clauses of these two consecutive profiles.Then the consistency of every pair of successive profiles in a given sequence ensures a global consistency allowing to reconstruct full runs of A Ψ on the whole input. We now need a central notion, that of successor (and predecessor) of clauses. Informally, a clause A ′ is a successor of A if there is a o-graph and an input position k such that in the full profiles λ f , λ f k+1 of positions k and k + 1 respectively, there exists i such that A is the ith clause of λ f k and A ′ is the ith clause of λ f k + 1. This is just an intuition, and as a matter of fact a consequence of the formal definition, which is more constructive and not dependent on o-graphs. Let us now give here the formal definitions concerning consistency of profiles. To do so, we first define a successor relation between clauses, parameterized by two sets S, S ′ ⊆ S Ψ (we remind that S Ψ is disjoint union of the set of states Q ψ of all predicate automata). Informally, since a clause occurring at input position k stores information about some output position (whose origin is either k, k ′ < k or k ′ > k), the successor relation tells us how this information is updated at input position k + 1, depending on these cases. We will use the following notation s ′ ∈ s ⋅ σ whenever there exists a transition of A Ψ from state s to s ′ on σ. We will also say that a pair of binary relations (R, R ′ ) on S Ψ is compatible with σ if for 
is compatible with σ. As a remark, we notice that the successor relation is not necessarily functional in the case where A = (γ, R, →). This is consistent with the following observation. Given the full profile of an input position k, two occurrences of a clause A = (γ, R, →) may describe two output positions j 1 , j 2 whose origins k 1 , k 2 are to the right of the current position k. If for instance k 1 = k + 1 and k 2 > k 1 , then in the full profile of k 1 , output position j 1 is described by a clause of the form (γ ′ , ⋅) while output position j 2 be a clause of the form (γ ′′ , R, →), both clauses being successors of A. We also notice that in the profile of k (the abstraction of the full profile), one occurrence, or both, of the clause A may have been deleted. Similarly, we define the predecessors of a clause A with respect to S, S ′ and σ as the set of clauses B such that A is a successor of B with respect to S, S ′ and σ. We prove the following useful proposition: 
By extension, given two profiles
If A is of the form (γ, R, →), then suppose there are two different predecessors. They are necessarily of the form (γ, R 1 , →) and (γ, R 2 , →) where R 1 ≠ R 2 . Then, neither R 1 nor R 2 are maximal relations such that (R i , R) is compatible with σ (it suffices to take R 1 ∪ R 2 , contradicting the definition of successor 3.a. ◀
The notion of consistency is first defined between two profiles, then extended to sequence of profiles. Between two profiles λ 1 , λ 2 , consistency is defined as structural properties of a bipartite graph G λ 1 ,λ 2 which we now define. The vertices of G λ 1 ,λ 2 are clause occurrences in λ 1 and λ 2 , labelled by clauses, and the set of edges is a subset of the successor relation between those occurrences. Formally, let s 1 = A 1 . . . A n and s 2 = B 1 . . . B m be the sequence of clauses of λ 1 , λ 2 respectively. We let G λ 1 ,λ 2 = (V, E, ∶ V → C) where V = {1} × {1, . . . , n} ∪ {2} × {1, . . . , m}, where for all i, (1, i) = A i and (2, i) = B i . We say that i is the smallest occurrence of a clause A in s 1 if i = min{j | A = A i } (and similarly of s 2 , and the notion of greatest occurrence). The set of edges is defined as follows. There is an edge from (1, i) to (2, j) if one of the following condition holds:
1.
A i is of the form (γ, R, →), i is the smallest (resp. greatest) occurence of A i in s 1 , and j is the smallest index (resp. greatest index) such that B j is a successor of A i w.r.t. λ 1 , λ 2 . 2. B j is of the form (γ, R, ←), j is the smallest (resp. greatest) occurence of B j in s 2 , and i is the smallest index (resp. greatest index) such that A i is a predecessor of B i w.r.t.
We can now define consistency: a. a vertex with two outgoing edges b. a vertex with two ingoing edges c. a crossing, i.e. two edges ((1, i 1 ), (2, j 1 )) and ((1, i 2 ), (2, j 2 )) such that i 1 < i 2 and j 2 < j 1 .
A profile λ = (σ, S, A 1 . . . A n ) is initial if all states of S are initial states and there is no consistency clause pointing to the left (i.e. clause (γ, R, ←)). It is final if for all states s of S, we can reach a final state by reading σ, and there is no consistency clause pointing to the right. A sequence of profiles λ 1 . . . λ n is consistent if λ 1 is initial, λ n is final, and for all i < n, λ i is consistent with λ i+1 .
We generalise the notion of graph associated with two profiles, to sequences of profiles s = λ 1 . . . λ n . It is the disjoint union of all the graphs G λ i ,λ i+1 where the second component of G λ i ,λ i+1 is glued to the first component of G λ i+1 ,λ i+2 . Formally, an occurrence of a clause A in s is a pair (i, j) such that A is the jth clause of λ i . Then, we define G s = (V, E, ) where V is the set of all clause occurrences, (i, j) is the jth clause of λ i , and for all 1 ≤ i < n, there is an edge from (i, j)
The following lemma gives some structural properties of this DAG:
▶ Proposition 25. For any consistent sequence of profiles s, the following hold true:
G s is a union of disjoint directed paths, 2. each maximal directed path π of G s is of the form
where i, k ≥ 0 and i + k < n, γ ∈ Γ and the R j are binary relations on S Ψ , 3. there is bijection between local clause occurrences of s and maximal paths of G s . Therefore, we identify a local clause occurrence (i, j) with its maximal directed path, which we denote by π i,j .
Proof. (1)
It is a direct consequence of conditions 3a. and 3b. in the definition of consistency.
(2) First, any path which contains a local clause contains a unique local clause and is necessarily of this form. It is a direct consequence of the definition of the successor relation. Indeed, the successor of a clause of the form (γ, R, →) are clauses of the form (γ, R ′ , →) or (γ, ⋅). The successor of clauses of the form (γ, ⋅) is necessarily of the form (γ, R, ←) and the successors of the latter are necessarily of the form (γ, R ′ , ←).
It remains to prove that any maximal path contains a local clause. Suppose that it does not contain any local clause. Then, by similar arguments as before, we can show that it contains only clauses of the form (γ, R, →) or only clauses of the form (γ, R, ←). Let us assume the first case (the other one being symmetric). Suppose that the last two vertices of this path are (i, j 1 ) and (i + 1, j 2 ). If i + 1 = n, then we get a contradiction since λ n would not be final (which contradicts the fact that s is supposed to be consistent). Suppose that i + 1 < n, let A = (i, j 1 ) and B = (i + 1, j 2 ) the clauses associated with these vertices. We know that B is a successor of A w.r.t. λ i , λ i+1 . By definition of G λ i ,λ i+1 , it is even an extremal successor of A. Therefore, (i, j 2 ) is either the smallest occurrence of B in λ i+1 or the greatest one. By definition of consistency (second condition), we know that B has necessarily a successor C in λ i+2 , and by definition of G λ i+1 ,λ i+2 , there must exist an edge from (i + 1, j 2 ) to some occurrence of C in λ i+2 , contradicting the fact that the considered path is maximal.
(3) It is a direct consequence of (1) and (2). ◀
We now define the notion of maximal consistency for a sequence of profiles. Intuitively a consistent profile sequence is maximal if one cannot add states in the clauses without making it inconsistent.
▶ Definition 26 (Maximality). A consistent profile sequence s, with sequence of Σ-components u = σ 1 . . . σ n and sequence of S-components S 1 . . . S n , is maximal if 1. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, S i is the set of all states q such that there exists an accepting run q 1 . . . q n+1 of A Ψ on u such that q i = q, and,
for all local clause occurrence
the set of all pairs (p, q) such that there exists an accepting run q 1 . . . q n+1 on u satisfying p = q i ′ and q = q i .
We call good a sequence of profiles which is maximal, consistent and valid.
C.3.2 Completeness
Given an o-graph w, we denote by Seq C (w) (or just Seq(w) when C is clear from context) the sequence of C-profiles of its input word. In the following, we prove that given an instance C of MCP, the set {Seq C (w) | w ⊧ C} is included in the set of valid and maximally consistent sequences of C-profiles. We first show that the profile sequence of an o-graph for an MCP is maximally consistent, while next lemma proves that validity of an o-graph ensures validity of its profile sequence.
▶ Lemma 27. Given an instance C of MCP and an o-graph w, Seq
n i ) be the full profile of position i. Consistency. We prove every condition of the definition one by one.
(1) The first condition of the definition of consistency is fulfilled by construction of the sets S k , S k+1 , which are the set of states reached by the accepting runs of A Ψ on the prefixes σ 1 . . . σ k−1 and σ 1 . . . σ k respectively. Clearly, for all s ∈ S k , there exists s
and conversely. 
where γ is the label of j and R 1 , . . . , R n ⊆ S 
It shall now be easy to see that condition (2) of the definition of consistency is fullfiled. Indeed, every clause occurrence in the full profile of position k has at least one successor in the full profile of position k + 1, and conversely for predecessors. Moreover, the profiles λ k , λ k+1 are obtained by α-abstraction of the full profiles of positions k and k + 1 respectively, and α-abstraction preserves the set of clauses (i.e. for any full profile λ f , the set of clauses occurring in λ f is the same as the set of clauses occurring in α(λ f )).
(3) Now, to prove the last condition, we formally define the full graph of w, which is roughly the labelled DAG given by the traces in the picture. Formally, it is the triple G w = (V, E, )
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ |u|, let denote by D i the set of clause occurrences (i, j) in λ i which are removed by the profile abstraction α, i.e. all the (i, j) such that there exist Claim G Seq(w) and G K are isomorphic.
The graph G Seq(w) is obtained from the sequence of profiles of each input position, each profiles being itself obtained by the α-abstraction on full profiles, the same operation as the one actually performed on the full graph to obtain G K . Hence there exists a natural label-preserving bijection µ from the set of vertices of G Seq(w) to the set of vertices G K , which preserves the vertical order, in the sense that any two vertices (i, j 1 ) and
We now prove that edges of G K appear in G Seq(w) , and conversely, which concludes the proof of the claim. Let us consider an edge of G K , between (i, j) and
The two cases are symmetrical, we prove only one case, and assume that µ −1 (i, j) is labelled by some clause (γ, R, →), or equivalently, that the position i of trace(j) is of the form (γ, R, →). Let us also assume without loss of generality that the position (i, j) of G K corresponds to the maximal occurrence (for the vertical order) of the clause (γ, R, →) in the ith full profile of w. The case where it corresponds to the minimal occurrence is, again, symmetrical. Suppose that there is no edge (µ
, we will show a contradiction. The considered vertices and edges are depicted on Fig. 3 . By definition of G Seq(w) , there is necessarily an outgoing edge from µ −1 (i, j), say to a vertex y. This vertex y is necessarily above (in the vertical order) as µ −1 (i + 1, j) , by construction of G Seq(w) . Let be the label of y. Since is a successor clause of (γ, R, →) (according to the definition of successor clauses), is necessarily of the form (γ, R ′ , →) or (γ, ⋅). By Prop. 23, (γ, R, →) is the unique predecessor clause of . Now, consider the graph G K . The vertex µ(y) is labelled by and is above (i + 1, j), since µ preserves labels and the vertical order. The vertex µ(y) has a predecessor (in G k ), say x, which is necessarily labelled by (γ, R, →). Indeed, as we saw, has a unique predecessor clause, and by definition of G w , the edge relation is compatible with the successor clause relation (i.e. if there is an edge (g, h) in G K , g is labelled by the clause c 1 and h by the clause c 2 , then c 2 is a successor clause of c 1 ). Moreover, x is above (i, j) in G K , which contradicts the fact that (i, j) was the maximal occurrence of (γ, R,
The converse is proved with similar arguments, so we rather sketch the proof than give the full details. Let us consider an edge (p, q) in G Seq(w) with p labelled by (γ, R, →) and with µ(p) = (i, j). Let us assume that p is the maximal occurrence of the clause (γ, R, →), in the ith profile of w. Then it must correspond to the maximal position of the ith column of G w . Then the successor of (i, j) in G w corresponds to the maximal position in the i + 1th column of G w which is a successor of (γ, R, →) (otherwise j would not be maximal). Hence the edge (p, q) of G Seq(w) corresponds to the edge between (i, j) and (i + 1, j) in G w , which must also appear in G K since its vertices are not deleted.
Clearly in the full graph of w, there is no edge with two incoming or two outgoing edges, nor any crossing. Since G K is obtained by removing nodes from the full graph, these properties are transfered to G K , and by the claim, to G Seq(w) , proving condition (3) of the consistency definition.
The fact that λ 1 and λ n are respectively initial and final are direct consequences of the definition of the profile of an input position.
Maximality. To prove maximality, first, notice that the sets S i are maximal. Assume it is not the case, i.e. there is a sequence S The second condition of maximality is rather direct from the claim and the definition of the sets R in the profile of an input position. Indeed, by this definition, the sets R are "maximal" in the full graph G w , and this property is unchanged when going to G K (since the sets R are not modified). ◀ ▶ Lemma 28. Given an instance C of MCP and w a model of C then Seq(w) is C-valid.
Proof. Let C be an instance of MCP, let w = (u, (v, o) ) be a model of C and consider fullSeq(w) the full profile sequence of w. The notion of validity can be extended to full profiles in a natural way (i.e. without changing the definition). It is quite easy to show that if w is a model then fullSeq(w) is valid. Indeed, by definition, if a profile of fullSeq(w) violates a universal constraint (γ, γ ′ , d, ψ) this means that we have two clauses A i = (γ, ⋅), the jth, such that they satisfy d and ψ. Now we show that, by construction, going from fullSeq(w) to Seq(w) preserves validity. First it is obvious that removing clauses can only increase the chance of satisfying a universal constraint. Secondly we show that if a clause appears in a full profile more than twice, the middle occurrences can be safely removed without removing necessary witnesses for existential constraints. Let us assume that in some profile (σ, S, A 1 . . . A m ), a clause A appears at positions i 0 , . . . , i n+1 with n > 0. We claim that if A i j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a valid witness of another clause for some existential constraint, then either A i 0 or A i n+1 as well. Going from the full profile to the profile preserves validity. ◀ ▶ Remark. Note that the converse of the previous lemma is false: there are o-graphs which are not models but whose profile sequence is valid. However we show in the following that a valid sequence of profile is always the profile sequence of some model. 
C.3.3 Soundness
Given a good sequence of profiles for an MCP instance C, i.e. a valid and maximally consistent one, we prove that we are able to construct a valid o-graph of C. Its input word is the underlying word of the profile sequence, and the output of a given input position is given by the local clauses of its profile. Since we know what the output positions are, all that is needed to get a valid o-graph is an order over the local clauses in such a way that all constraints are satisfied. By definition of consistency local clauses are bijective with maximal paths. Since a profile is made of a sequence of clauses, the maximal paths meeting at one profile are naturally ordered. Extending this to all profiles leads to a partial order on maximal paths, and hence on local clauses. This partial order has to be verified by any o-graph having this sequence of profiles. We prove that for any total ordering of local clause satisfying this partial order, we are able to construct an o-graph having this sequence of profiles, and that this procedure preserves validity. 
be an input position on which we have two positions
). Figure 4 illustrates these notations.
We prove that such sequences generate crossings by induction on n + m. If n = m = 1, then the paths π and π ′ appear one on top on another. In particular, we have that (i 1 , j 1,1 )
and (i Let assume now that n > 1, and that if two different paths are ordered both ways by s by a sequence of length smaller than n + m, then there exists a crossing. First, if there is a crossing between π = π 1 and π 2 , then we get our conclusion. Secondly, if π ranges over to i 2 as defined previously, then there is a clause (i 2 , j) that belongs to π. If j > j 2,1 , it implies that there is a crossing between π and π 2 . If j = j 2,1 , then the âths π and π 2 have one common node. Since they are different paths, we have a node with at least two ingoing or outgoing arrows, which contradicts the consistency definition. So if j < j 2,1 , then we also have j < j 2,2 and hence π 2 is not needed in the sequence. We get a strictly smaller witness sequence for π and π ′ , and hence by induction there is a crossing in the subsequence with π 2 deleted. Now assume that π does not range over to i 2 . By transitivity we have that π 2 s π ′ and π ′ s π 2 . Then if we consider the sequence (π ′ ) m =1 , the sequence has to pass by i 2 in order to reach the path π. In other words, there is a path π ′ h that has a node (i 2 , j h ). If j h > j 2,1 , we get that the sequences (π k ) We can now prove a soundness result: from any C-valid and maximally consistent sequence of profiles s, we can reconstruct models of C. As we have seen, the elements of the relation s are in bijection with the local clause occurrences of s. By Lemma 30, the relation s is a partial order when s is consistent, and hence can be linearised. We call linearisation of s any total order on the elements of s which is compatible with this partial order. Since the paths of s are in bijection with the local clause occurrences of s, any such linearisation
Figure 4
The sequence of ordered path back and forth between π and π ′ . Recall that
≤ induces an output word, and thus an o-graph (u, (v, o) ). Formally, it is defined by u the sequence of σ-symbols in s, and for any occurrence Proof. Let w = (u, (v, o) ) be the o-graph induced by ≤ and we set s
′ the sequence of profiles of w. We now prove that s = s ′ . First, let us remark that by construction the underlying word of s ′ is u, and equal to the underlying input word of s. Thus n = n ′ , and
All that is left to show is that for any k ≤ n, the sequence of clauses of λ k is equal to the sequence of λ 
) be the sequence of local clauses whose maximal path have a node in the profile λ k (resp. λ Now it remains to prove that w is C-valid. This is a direct consequence of the facts that its sequence of profiles s is C-valid and that the output positions are exactly the local clauses of s. Indeed, since if w does not satisfy a universal constraint, then there exists two output positions of w that violates it. Then there exists two local clauses that violate it, and by definition of clauses there is a profile with two clauses that violates this constraint. Since s is C-valid, this is not the case, and hence w satisfies all universal constraints. Now given an output position of w and an existential constraint, we know that the associated local clause either does not satisfy the constraint's label, or it has a valid witness in the form of a clause in its profile. This consistency clause belongs to a maximal path to a local clause whose associated output position is a valid witness, concluding the proof. ◀
C.4 Back to the theorems
In this section, we prove Proposition 6 about the regularity of the input domain of any L T -o-tranduction, a result which we later use to prove our main result (Theorem 9) about the regular uniformisation of L T . The proof of these results rely mainly on the profile approach developped in the previous section. The proof of uniformisation unfolds into two major steps. First, we use the profile automaton to create a non-deterministic one-way transducer which associates to an input word the set of its valid sequences of profiles. Then by uniformizing it, we associate to each input word a unique sequence of profiles, in a regular fashion. For the second part, we use some results by Courcelle to prove that any partial order (seen as DAG) can be linearised by some MSO-transduction, i.e. there exist DAG-to-words MSO-transductions that realise linearisations.
Let us start with a key lemma.
▶ Lemma 32.
Given an instance C of MCP, the set {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C} is effectively regular.
Proof. Let G be the set of C-valid and maximally consistent sequences of profiles. We claim that G = {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C}. If w ⊧ C, then Seq(w) is C-valid and maximally consistent by Corollary 29, hence Seq(w) ∈ G. Conversely, if λ is a C-valid and maximally consistent sequences of profiles, then take any linearisation ≤ of s . It induces an o-graph w such that Seq(w) = λ and w ⊧ C by Lemma 31. Hence λ ∈ {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C}. Finally, it suffices to show that G is regular. Since the properties of being C-valid and consistent are local (C-validity only restricts the alphabet and there are finitely many pairs of consistent profiles), one can construct a finite automaton A 1 over profiles that accept valid and consistent sequences of profiles.
We also construct an automaton A 2 which checks the first condition of maximality, i.e. maximality of the sets S i occurring in each profile. This automaton is an alternating automaton which maintains the set of states P i that have been reached so far (at position i) by the predicate automaton A Ψ . It checks that S i ⊆ P i for all input position i. It must also make sure that any state of S i eventually leads to an accepting state of A Ψ . This can be done by using universal transitions for each of the states of S i . For every state q in P i \ S i , it triggers universal transitions to a deterministic automaton (subset construction on A Ψ ) checking that no accepting state is reachable from q .
Checking the second condition of maximality is slightly more technical. We construct an alternating automaton A 3 which takes care of it. Instead of going into the details, let us sketch the construction of A 3 . When A 3 reads, at input position i, a profile containing a consistency clause, say (γ, R, →), occurring at position j, it must check (1) that any pair (p, q) of R is a valid run information, (2) no pair can be added to R. We trigger a universal transition for every input position, every consistency clause and every pair (p, q), checking property (1). Let us now explain how works A 3 after such a universal transition. The information (p, q) corresponds to a run of A Ψ to some local clause (γ, ⋅), which is reachable from the vertex (i, j) of the graph G s . Therefore, A 3 must keep track of the successor of (i, j) in the graph G s , and the successor of the successor, etc. To do so, A 3 keeps a pointer in every profile reached so far, pointing to the current clause occurrence in the path from position (i, j). It also keeps all the states reachable from p at position i. Once the local clause is reached, A 3 checks that the state q belongs to the states reached from p. Then, it checks that an accepting state can be reached from q on the remaining suffix.
Checking that no pair (p, q) can be added works similarly. For every consistency clause occurrence (i, j) labeled (γ, R, →), and all (p, q) / ∈ R, A 3 triggers a universal transition to the complement of an automaton which accepts the word if there exists an accepting run reaching p at position i, reaching q at the position corresponding to the local clause on the path of (i, j). Again, this is done by using pointers to reconstruct such as path.
Consistency clauses of the form (γ, R, ←) can be dealt symmetrically, using a two-way input head. Alternating two-way automata define regular languages, so A 3 is equivalent to a (one-way) finite automaton.
Finally, G is recognised by the intersection of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 , hence it is regular. ◀
We are now able to prove domain regularity.
▶ Proposition 6. The input domain of any L T -and ∃L T -transduction is (effectively) regular.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ L T . By Proposition 16, there exists a non-erasing o-tranduction definable by some
. By Lemma 18, the formula ϕ ′ can in turn be converted into a formula ϕ ′′ in SNF which have the same models as ϕ ′ , up to some output label morphism. In particular, dom( ϕ ′ ) = dom( ϕ ′′ ). By Proposition 19, the formula ϕ ′′ can be transformed into an equivalent set of contraints C, i.e. such that any non-erasing o-graph w satisfies ϕ ′′ iff it satisfies C. Since ϕ ′ , and so ϕ ′′ , are non-erasing, for
Now, remind that any profile is of the form (σ, S, A 1 . . . A n ) where σ is an input label. Denote by π 1 the first projection over these tuples. We then have dom(ϕ) = {π 1 (Seq(w)) | w ⊧ C}, which is regular since by Lemma 32, {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C} is regular and regularity is preserved by morphisms (and in particular projection). Now we can easily extend the result to any ∃L T formula ϕ: If we see the second-order variables as new unary predicates, we obtain a formula ϕ ′ over an extended alphabet. Proof. To ease the reading the proof, we have divided in several parts.
Preliminaries. First, let us show that we can assume wlog that ϕ defines a non-erasing o-tranduction. Indeed, if it is not the case, then by Proposition 16, ϕ can be converted into a non-erasing 
composed with an MSOT which realises the projection on Γ, and once again we use closure under composition of MSOT to get the result. Therefore, we now focus on uniformising ϕ ′ , and write Λ = Γ × Γ ′ (hence ϕ ′ defines an o-tranduction from Σ * to Λ * ). By Proposition 19, ϕ ′ is equivalent to a system of constraints C ∈ MCP, in the sense that ϕ
General scheme of the proof. We first define four o-transductions, some of them being functional, whose composition has the same domain as ϕ ′ and is included in ϕ ′ o . Then, by uniformising in a regular manner all non-functional transductions of this composition, and by composing all uniformisations, we will get a regular uniformisation of ϕ
Before proving these two points, note that they imply that any uniformisation of g which preserves origins is a uniformisation of ϕ ′ .
Let us now prove these two points. Suppose that u ∈ dom(ϕ ′ ), then there exists (v, o) such that w = (u, (v, o)) ⊧ ϕ ′ , hence w ⊧ C and Seq(w) ∈ R pro (u). Since f G is defined for all consistent sequences of profiles, f par is defined for all partial orders and R lin is total, we get that Seq(w) ∈ dom(R lin • f par • f G ) and hence u ∈ dom(g). The inclusion dom(g) ⊆ dom(ϕ ′ ) is a consequence of item 2, so let us prove item 2. Let u ∈ dom(g) and (v, o) ∈ g(u) . 
Then, (u, (v, o) ) is the o-graph induced by some linearisation of s . Since w ⊧ C, then s = Seq(w) is C-valid by Lemma 28. It is also maximally consistent by Lemma 27. Therefore we can apply Lemma 31 and get that (u, (v, o) ) ⊧ C, and so (u, (v, o) 
MSOT-definability of f par , f G and MSOT-Uniformisation of R pro and R lin . Our goal now is to show that the functions f par and f G are MSOT-definable, and that the relation R pro and R lin are uniformisable by MSOT-definable functions. Conclusion will follow as MSOT transductions are closed under composition [9] and moreover, the composition procedure preserves origins.
MSOT-uniformisation of R pro . By Lemma 32, the set {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C} is regular. It implies that R pro is rational [18] , i.e. is definable by a non-deterministic (one-way) transducer. Indeed, if B is an automaton defining {Seq(w) | w ⊧ C}, it suffices to turn each of its transitions on a clause (σ, S, A 1 . . . A n ) into a (transducer) transition on input σ producing output (σ, S, A 1 . . . A n ). It is well-known that rational relations can be uniformised by rational functions [18] , and most known uniformisation procedures (for instance based on a lexicographic ordering of runs) preserve origin mappings. We can conclude since rational functions, as a special case of functions definable by two-way deterministic transducers, are .
MSOT-definability of f G . The function f G inputs a consistent sequence s and outputs G s , which is a graph. Hence by MSOT-definability we mean MSOT from string to graphs. We should now make clear how we represent G s as a structure. We use the signature D = {E(x, y), (c(x)) c∈C , →, ↓} where E is the edge relation, C is the set of clauses, c ∈ C are monadic predicates for node labels, → and ↓ are respectively induced by the input order on abscissas of G s and ↓ by ordinates of G s ((p 1 , p 2 
Let us now sketch the definition of an MSO-transduction producing G s from s: since s is a word and we aim to produce a graph whose nodes are the clause occurrences of s, we use as many copies of s as the maximal number m of clause occurrences in a profile of s. A copy node (i, j) thus denote the jth clause of the ith profile of s. The predicate → is then naturally defined by a formula φ i,j → (x, y) ≡ x ⪯ y where ⪯ is the linear order on positions of s. We also have φ i,j ↓ (x, y) ≡ x = y if i < j, and ⊥ otherwise. To define the edge relation, we have to come back to the definition of G s . For instance, there is an edge between x i and y j if y is the successor of x in the input sequence s, the ith clause A of λ x is of the form (γ, R, →), i is the smallest occurrence of A in λ x , and the jth clause B of profile λ y is a successor of A, according to the definition of the successor relation between clauses, and j is the smallest successor of A in λ y . Other cases are similar and it shall be clear that all these properties are MSO-definable.
MSOT-definability of f par Now, f par must output a partial order from G s . We represent this partial order naturally as a DAG. To uniformise R lin , we also need this DAG to be locally ordered, i.e. all the successors of a node are linearly ordered by some order we denote ≤ succ . Hence, the output structure is over the signature {E(x, y), ≤ succ , (γ(x)) γ∈Γ }. Since f par only adds edges, we just take a single copy of the input structure, and we filter the nodes which are not labelled in Γ (thanks to monadic MSO formulas). Then, there is an edge between two vertices (x, y) in the DAG iff there was an edge in G s between these two vertices, or there is a vertex Since connectivity is MSO-definable on graphs, it should be clear that these properties are MSO-definable over G s . The local order ≤ succ is defined by the formula φ ≤ succ (x, y) ≡ x → y. Finally, the labels are preserved, hence defined by a formula φ γ (x) = γ(x).
MSOT-uniformisation of R lin
We use a known result by Courcelle [8] about MSO-definable topological sorts of graphs. More precisely, it is shown in Theorem 2.1 of [8] that there exists an MSOT that, given any locally ordered DAG, produces a linear order of the dag compatible with its edge relation. This MSOT uses only one copy of the input DAG structure, and is defined by some MSO formula φ < (x, y) over the signature of Proof. The previous result can be extended to any ∃L T formula ϕ: if we consider the monadic second-order variables as additional unary predicates, we obtain a formula ϕ ′ over extended alphabets. According to the above result, we are able to obtain, for instance, a deterministic two-way transducer T uniformising ϕ ′ . By projecting back to the original alphabets what we obtain is a non-deterministic two-way transducer T realizing a relation included in ϕ and with the same domain. We can then make T unambiguous and thus obtain a uniformisation of ϕ. ◀
D Data words
▶ Theorem 14. Non-erasing o-graphs of OG(Σ, Γ) and typed data words of T DW(Σ, Γ) are in bijection by t2d.
Moreover, a non-erasing o-transduction τ is
Proof. The first part of the statement is a direct consequence of the definition of t2d. We now focus on the equivalence of logics. Let ϕ be an L T -sentence defining a non-erasing transduction, we want to obtain an L D -sentence φ defining its encoding as a typed data word. First we transform ϕ into ϕ ′ a formula where all quantifications are either input or output quantifications. This can be done inductively on L T -formula by replacing ∃x F (x) by ∃ in x F (x) ∨ ∃ out x F (x). Then, we simplify the resulting formula by removing inconsistent use of variables in the predicates with respect to the type of their quantifiers. For that, we say that the occurrence of a term t is of type in if it is equal to x where x is quantified over the input, or of the form o(t ′ ) for some term t ′ . It is of type out if t = x for x a variable quantified over the output. Now, we replace in φ all occurrences of the following atoms by ⊥ under the following conditions:
the atom is γ(t), for γ ∈ Γ, and t is not of type out, the atom is t 1 ≤ out t 2 and some t i is not of type out, the atom is {ψ}(t 1 , t 2 ) and some t i is not of type in.
By doing this we obtain a new formula which is equivalent to φ, and makes a consistent use of its variables. We do not give a name to this new formula and rather assume that φ satisfies this property. Then, we do the following replacement in φ to transform it into an equivalent L D -formula. First, similarly to the bijection t2d in which the origin of a position becomes its data value, any term of the form o n (x) is replaced by x. Then, any occurrence of an MSO predicate {ψ}(x, y) is replaced by {ψ ′ }(x, y), where ψ ′ is obtained by replacing in ψ all atoms of the form x ≤ in y by x ⪯ y. We also replace the atom of the form x ≤ out y by x ≤ y. If we denote by φ ′ the obtained formula, by construction we have (u, (v, o) ) ⊧ φ iff t2d (u, (v, o) ) ⊧ φ ′ .
▶ Example 34. For instance, consider the following formula φ:
where σ ∈ Σ. It expresses the fact for any input position labelled σ, there is another input position before which is the origin of some output position. First, note that ∀x ψ being a shortcut for ¬∃x ¬ψ, the first replacement by typed quantifiers gives the formula ∀ in x ψ ∧ ∀ out x ψ. Then, the first rewriting step of φ gives:
After the simplification step according to types, we get:
which could be again simplified into:
Then, according to all the replacement rules, one gets the L D -formula ∀x {σ(x ′ )}(x) → ∃y {y ′ ⪯ x ′ }(y, x)
which expresses that for all positions x, if the data type of x is σ, then there is a position y whose data is smaller than that of x.
